Visual field (VF) analysis of the central retina is being touted by some clinicians as an indispensible investigation in all glaucoma patients, irrespective of the stage of the disease. 1 The functional tests to investigate glaucoma patients analyze the VFs to look for loss of sensitivity. In early cases of glaucoma and glaucoma suspects the programs used on perimeters classically test the peripheral VF. This is based on the assumption that peripheral VF defects, such as the nasal step, are the earliest changes to develop in glaucoma. 2, 3 It was previously thought that macular function is affected at a stage late in the disease process. A central/temporal island of vision was presumed to be present until advanced disease set in. The so-called "tunnel vision" is the hallmark of advanced glaucoma. With such an understanding of the pathogenesis of glaucoma it was logical to explore the peripheral VF first. Thus, the 24-2 or 30-2 programs on the Humphrey visual field analyzer (HVFA) were deemed adequate to screen for glaucoma.
However, recently there have been a number of reports which document the involvement of macular fibers early in the disease process. Hood et al. have shown that early damage to the area near fixation can be very local and/or widespread. The latter defects can be very subtle owing to a loss of only a few decibels of sensitivity, and so their existence has been debated. 1 But with the availability of structural studies there is irrefutable evidence of damage in the macular region of glaucoma patients.
Hood and DeMoraes have cited the VF, optical coherence tomography (OCT) and anatomical basis for these assertions. 1 OCT images from a large number of glaucoma patients show that macular retinal nerve fiber bundles do get damaged early in the development of glaucoma. 4 Recently, OCTangiography (OCT-A) has also been utilized in cases of early glaucoma to confirm the loss of vessel density in the macula and resultant central 10-2 VF defects. 5 A current hypothesis on structure-function relationship in early glaucoma is founded on the premise of a retinal ganglion cell (RGC) functional reserve or RGC redundancy. This hypothesis is consistent with reports suggesting that nearly half of RGCs and their axons could degenerate before any detectable loss of visual function on standard threshold VF testing. It is based on the assumption that the retina contains sufficient redundancy of RGCs, such that a subpopulation of them can retain normal sensitivity even when another subpopulation of RGCs is dysfunctional or lost. 6 Nearly 30-50% of the RGCs are located in the macula. 7 The axons of the RGCs form the retinal nerve fiber layer and exit through the optic nerve.
Axons from the RGCs in the inferior region of the macula enter the disc in its most vulnerable part, namely, the temporal portion of the inferior quadrant. The temporal aspect of the disc is supposedly the site of the inferior-and superior-vulnerability zones (IVZ and SVZ), which show the largest loss in circumpapillary retinal nerve fiber layer. The portion of the IVZ which is associated with the macula (the "macular vulnerability zone" [MVZ]) is the region which gives rise to arcuate defects near fixation. 1 The macular region is unique in that it has the highest density of RGCs in the retina and is represented in over 60% of the visual cortex area. 24-2 or 30-2 perimetry is usually unable to detect paracentral US OPHTHALMIC REVIEW scotomas at or near fixation due to the higher sensitivity at the macula. 8 The macular area is vital for the acuity of vision required for many activities in daily life such as reading, driving, and face recognition. Thus, any pathology in this area is liable to affect the quality of life of the individual. 9 15 The programs to study the peripheral VF are based on a 6° grid pattern. With such large grids, the macula is poorly represented on VF analysis. On a 24-2 program, hardly 12 points are tested in the central 10°.
Since the use of 10-2 program has been commonly employed in patients with advanced glaucoma, individuals with solely central defects early in the course of disease will be missed out with the 24-2 or 30-2 tests. 8 Supported by real-time evidence from OCT, OCT-A, and microperimetry, studies confirm macular damage during the early stages of glaucoma. 5, 11 Therefore, these patients will show anomalies on VF analysis only if the 10-2 tests, which use a finer 2° grid, are utilized. This scenario could be so widespread that some studies report almost an equal occurrence of peripheral and central VF defects in the studied population. 16 This significant development is leading to a paradigm shift in our understanding and investigation of glaucoma.
The macula lutea is a crucial part of the retina. Concerned with central vision, this area contains approximately 30-50% of all RGCs. 17, 18 It contains the target cells directly affected in glaucoma. 11 The earliest mention of a paracentral scotoma occurring in glaucoma is attributed to Von Graefe. 19 Later, it was Drance who elucidated these changes in his article published in the Investigative Ophthalmology Journal in 1969. According to him, the earliest field defects in glaucoma are paracentral scotomas in the Bjerrum area separated from the blind spot and later coalescing into an arcuate scotoma joining the blind spot. 20 Paracentral scotomas are critical because any damage to this area severely affects the quality of life of the patient, with increased risk of falls, hip fractures, and mortality. 21 Over the years, there have been only intermittent reports regarding macular involvement in early glaucomatous damage. Heijl Scheifer and colleagues in their study of mild to moderate glaucoma patients found over 50% of them having defects within the central +/-3°. 24 Langerhost also found 9% of the hemifields classified as normal with the 30-2 being classified as abnormal on 10-2 testing. 25 DeMoraes VFs in all glaucoma patients. 1 However, performing additional tests to the conventional 24-2 test is time consuming and tiring for patients.
Consequently, the results of VF testing become less reliable with each extra test. 9 Another limitation of 10-2 testing is that progression is difficult to gauge since test patterns are not consistent and the number of 10-2 VFs is often small. 21 Since combined peripheral and central VF testing may not be feasible due to limitations of time, staff and patient co-operation, some authors suggest performing the 10-2 tests at a separate sitting than the 24-2 tests. 1 Over a period of time this will provide the eye-care provider with a progressively larger databank of 10-2 results which can be used to assess and monitor the patients. Some other researchers have made certain recommendations for performing 10-2 tests in cases of early glaucoma. 1, 28 According to them this program should be considered in the following circumstances:
• There are any depressed points in the central 12° less than 0.5% on 24-2 or 30-2 VF testing.
• The paracentral defect is greatly depressed relative to the mean deviation (MD) on 24-2.
• There are any abnormal points in the central 12 points on 24-2 testing that spatially correlate to thinning in the macular ganglion cell inner plexiform layer area.
• Patients with an abnormal region on RGC analysis of an OCT scan of the macula.
• An abnormal region in the temporal quadrant or MVZ on circumpapillary retinal nerve fiber layer analysis of the OCT scan of the disc.
• A visual acuity that cannot be corrected to 20/20.
• Complaints about glare or trouble reading that cannot be attributed to other causes. improved ability to detect macular defects with this strategy. 9 Asaoka has proposed a novel "Lasso regression" method by which the 10-2 VF MD can be better predicted by incorporating data from 24-2 VFs. The proposed method improves the accuracy of progression estimates on 10-2 VF testing. This approach can help clinicians to better assess and predict visual function in the parafoveal area. 21 Commercially, the closest solution to these problems is the G-program in the Octopus perimeter which has a modified 6° grid capable of assessing for macular and perimacular damage. Carl Zeiss has also developed a 24-2 test (called the C24-2) augmented with additional points from the 10-2 test.
A study did find substantial agreement between the cases detected by the C24-2 and 10-2 test patterns. There was also a very strong association between the pattern standard deviation (PSD) values from the two methods. 29 These results give us hope of better test strategies to perform a rapid comprehensive analysis of the entire retina in glaucoma patients.
Conclusion
Sensitivity loss in the macular region was regarded as a late manifestation of glaucoma. Therefore, VF analysis of this region was only undertaken in advanced stages of the disease. However, as this review highlights, macular damage could occur at any stage of the disease. Since the 24-2 or 30-2 programs do not adequately test this vulnerable region, patients with damage in the central retina could be classified as normal. Therefore, tests to analyze the macular region such as the 10-2 on HVFA are presently recommended for all patients in whom 24-2 and/or 30-2 tests are indicated. 1 The tests for peripheral damage as well as central loss should be incorporated in our clinical practice in order to test the entire retina adequately. In our opinion, anyone you would, or have done, a 24-2 VF on should have both a 24-2 and a 10-2 VF within the first two visits. However, we face challenges in the way of resources (such as the optometrists required to perform the perimetry and the machinery they use) and patient access to the clinic (such as the long distances they have to travel). Once newer tests, which would combine analysis of the macula and peripheral retina become more readily available, then they can be expeditiously used to our advantage. Such tests need to look into the challenges of performing the test in a reasonable time so as not to compromise the results from patient fatigue, should be user friendly, should be convenient to look for progression without the need to re-educate the practitioners and easily installed in current machines. Looking at the recommendations provided by the studies mentioned in this review there appears to be a need to rethink the indications for performing 10-2 VFs in early glaucoma.
